
SITE OF THE 1997 STODOLA RESEARCH SCRAMBLE ON SEPTEMBER 14 

Here's a Hole-by-Hole 
View of The Preserve 

By MIKE BOHNENSTINGL 
Superintendent, The Preserve 

The challenging Preserve golf 
course, site of the 1997 Stodola 
Research Scramble at Grand View 
Lodge on September 14, opened for 
play last August and clearly is de-
veloping into another Brainerd Lakes 
area golfing gem. 

Somewhat similar to The Pines at 
Grand View Lodge, it also has many 
of its own characteristics which make 
it a joy to play. 

Built through a picturesque forest 
on 240 acres, this par 72 course has 
attractive rolling hills with 75 feet of 
change in elevation, 14 elevated tees, 
36 sand traps and 40 acres of wetland. 

The Preserve has bent grass greens, 
tees and fairways and offers multiple 
sets of tees which vary from 4,816 to 
6,620 yards. 

1502 Yards 
Par 5 

Great starting hole. Elevated tee 
shot to a fairway carved through 
trees. Fairway doglegs slightly right 
to an uphill green tucked back in the 
trees. Green is reachable in two for 
long hitters, but is protected in front 
by bunkers. 

2134 Yards 
Par 3 

Kidney-shaped green protected 
front left by huge bunker. Terrain to 
the back and right of green slopes se-
verely away, so club selection is criti-
cal to avoid overshooting green. A 
smaller bunker on the backside will 
save a few errant long shots. 

3375 Yards 
Par 4 

Elevated tee shot to fairway pro-
tected on both sides by bunkers. Fair-
way doglegs slightly left to a small 
green guarded on left side by a 
bunker. A good drive is rewarded with 

a short approach shot, but accuracy is 
needed to avoid the sloped banks on 
either side of the green. 

4335 Yards 
Par 4 

Tee shot over small wetland 
through narrow opening in trees. 
Fairway is tight with trees on right 
and water on the left. Again a good 
tee shot yields a short approach to 
this large, elevated, undulating green. 

5437 Yards 
Par 4 

A properly placed tee shot is 
critical to making par on this hole. 
The fairway doglegs around a small 
wetland on the right and stops short 
of a second wetland area. A tee shot 
through the fairway on the left could 
make reaching the green in two quite 
difficult. The approach shot is a forced 
carry over a 70-yard wetland to an up-
hill, two-level green. 

6551 Yards 
Par 5 

An interesting hole with a blind 
shot off the tee. About 150 yards from 
the green, the fairway is separated by 
a narrow strip of rough. To the right 
of this are two small ponds, and to the 
left is a wetland area which comes 
into play and is waiting to accept any 
errant second shots. The green is two-
tiered and is guarded on the front left 
by two bunkers. 

7393 Yards 
Par 4 

An elevated tee shot to a rolling 
fairway. This hole has a large green 
which wraps around a bunker on the 
front left side, and has a tiered shelf 
in the back right corner. 

197 Yards 
Par 3 
Medium-length shot to a large 
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green guarded on the front right by 
a horseshoe shaped bunker. 

9436 Yards 

Par 4 
This hole doglegs right with the 

fairway protected on both sides by 
bunkers. A strip of rough separates 
the green from the end of the fairway 
and makes it necessary to carry the 
approach shot all the way to the 
elevated green. This very large green 
has mounding at the rear and is pro-
tected by a small pot bunker and trees 
on the left. Out of bounds guards the 
entire left side of this hole. 

f \ 424 Yards 
I I Par 4 

^ . \ J A great par 4 to start off the 
back nine. Water comes into play off 
all tees. This beautifully rolling fair-
way is cut through the trees and is 
protected on the right by a bunker. 
The elevated green is set into a hill-
side with water and a bunker on the 
right. 

U428 Yards 
Par 4 

A good tee shot is required to 
clear the valley at the beginning of 
the fairway. The left side of the fair-
way is guarded by a bunker. This two 
tiered green is positioned diagonally 
to the fairway and has mounding to 
the left and rear with a large bunker 
on the front right. 
" 1 Ci 3 8 4 Y a r d s 

V Par 4 
JL mJ This hole doglegs left with 

two bunkers guarding the right corn-
er of the fairway. The inside corner of 
the dogleg slopes left away from the 
landing area. This bowl shaped green 
is one of the smallest on the course 
and is protected on the right side by 
a bunker. 

(Continued on Page 23) 



Rain^BIRD 

RAIN-BIRD GOLF 

WAREHOUSE SALES INC. 
RainBird has been irrigating golf courses throughout the country for over six decades. The 
decade of the nineties will bring even more successes simply because our overall commitment to 
quality products for EVERY application in golf, as well as legendary service to the superintendent. 

Please review, if you will, the following list of products. Whatever a superintendent's needs, we 
have the application. 

• Computerized water management systems, 
central control systems & stand alone satellites. 

• Electric AND hydraulic control options for all systems. 
• 12-, 16-, 24-station satellites/32-, 40-, and 48 station satellites. 
• The industry's only "satellite-less" computer control systems. 
• Valve-in-head (electric and hydraulic), or block systems 
• Automatic (adjustable) pressure-regulated sprinkler heads 
• Gear drive AND impact drive rotors. 
• Plastic AND brass valves 
• 50 - 150 PSI systems 
• Adjustable arc part-circle models on all rotor series. 
• Stainless steel pedestals for all satellites (composite standard) 
• Weather stations, sensors and monitors. 
• Remote control devices (Radio, Computer, Phone, etc.) 
• Pump Station equipment and VFD Control Panels. 
• Allied Products (pipe, fittings, wire, valve boxes, etc.) 

If you are interested in, or have any questions about this information, or anything regarding 
RainBird Golf, please give us a call at (800) 422-1487 

Thank you very much for your support over the years. 
Cordially, 
P & H WAREHOUSE SALES, INC. RAIN-BIRD SALES, INC. GOLF 

SIOUX FALLS 
2303 W. 50th St. 

Sioux Falls, SD 57105 
605-357-9577 

FAX 605-357-9960 

ST.CLOUD 
415 Sundial Drive 

Waite Park, MN 56387 
320-259-6448 

FAX 320-259-0165 

EAGAN 
1971 Seneca Road 
Eagan, MN 55122 

612-687-0282 
FAX 612-687-0382 

PLYMOUTH 
9835 10th Ave. N. 

Plymouth, MN 55441 
612-542-1188 

FAX 612-546-7515 



CORRUGATED POLYETHYLENE PIPE 
The Preserve— 
(Continued from Page 21) 

f \ 162 Yards 
-V Par 3 

v ^ A beautiful elevated tee 
shot to a green that slopes slightly 
from left to right with a swail through 
the middle and a bunker on the front 
right. 

A 287 Yards 
/ [ Par 4 

X X A short par 4 reachable off 
the tee for very long hitters. A spec-
tacular view of the hole, which is 
carved through the trees, awaits the 
golfer from the upper tee location. 
Small elevated green is two-tiered and 
guarded on the front left by a small 
pot bunker. 

f " 412 Yards 
r% Par 4 

-X. \J Tb reach the landing area on 
this hole, the tee shot must clear a ra-
vine which cuts across in front of the 
fairway. The hole doglegs to the right 
with the entire right side dropping 
sharply to the ravine below. The green 
is good sized with a bunker along the 
right side. 

473 Yards 
Par 5 

JL \J A reachable par 5 for long 
hitters. The hole doglegs left and has 
two bunkers on the right corner. Left 
of the hole is lined with trees, which 
makes cutting the corner quite risky. 
This large green has lots of roll to it 
and has a bunker along the right side. nl71 Yards 

Par 3 

An elevated tee shot to a 
green closely guarded on three sides 
by bunkers. Ib the right of the green 
is a rock-lined pond which adds to the 
beauty of this hole. 

r \ 519 Yards 
X Par5 

-L. KJ A great finishing hole. Once 
again, the elevated tees provide a 
wonderful view of the hole. The roll-
ing fairway doglegs left with a bunker 
on the right corner. Water may come 
into play for any shots short and left 
of the green. This good-sized green is 
guarded on the left side by a massive 
bunker. 

Prinsco pipe 
will keep your greens 

and fairways dry... 
and always 

ready to play. 

PRINSCO iNc 
Manufacturer of GOLDFLO Dual-Wall and 
GOLDLINE Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe 

800-992-1725 

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG 
and the distributor nearest you. 

Mel Strand, CEO 
35 years experience 

Double Eagle 
Golf Construction 

Redesign the Old 
...Construct the New 

17555 Madison St. • Ham Lake, MN 55304 • (612) 434-0054 



Daconil Zn Fungicide. 
Algal Scum Control 

Mancozebs Can't Match. 
University studies make it clear. When it comes to algal scum control, Daconil Zn™ fungicide 

beats the mancozeb competition hands down. One big reason — Daconil Zn, with its Super 

Weather Stik™ formulation, sticks and stays between sprays. For algae control you can 

count on, count on Daconil Zn. ISK Biosciences Corporation, Turf and Specialty Products, 

1523 Johnson Ferry Road,Suite 250, Marietta,Georgia 30062. ^ ^ B I O S C I E N C E S " 

Call the turf chemical experts for this and other fine products 

Turf & Chemical Ine. 

7728 Commerce Circle • Greenfield, MN 55373 • Phone 612.477.5885 • Fax 612.477.6511 



Lightning— 
(Continued from Page 9) 

that comes highly recommended is 
manufactured by AEMC Instru-
ments. AEMC manufactures a clamp-
on ground resistance tester that is 
quick and easy to use without the 
need for auxiliary ground rods. Its list 
price is $1,895. However, unless you 
do much ground testing, it may be 
more cost-effective to hire a testing 
service. 

Lightning is a threat to man and 
machine. It can cause inordinate 
damage and create chaos, but its des-
tructive capabilities can be 
minimized. The key to managing the 
risks lies in an awareness of danger, 
protection through early warning, 
proper installation of equipment, as-
surance that strict grounding prac-
tices are adhered to and preventive 
maintenance. 

H E A V Y R A I N S i n t h e days preced ing 
t h e Scho larsh ip S c r a m b l e at H i d d e n 
Creek Golf C l u b m a d e a n o r m a l l y s m a l l 
creek overf low onto t h e go l f course. Elec-
tric carts could m a k e i t through t h e water 
b u t g a s car t s n e e d e d s o m e help. 

ELECTRICAL STORM IDENTIFICATION DEVICE 

Early warning of thunderstorm activity in your area is essential when you need to make critical 
decisions regarding personnel safety and the isolation of sensitive equipment. The USGA, PGA, 
and over 500 individual golf courses rely on Global Atmospherics Inc., manufacturer of ESID. 

Renowned organizations such as NASA, Seaworld, the National Weather Service, the U.S. 
Military, American Airlines, MCI and hundreds of customers in over 30 countries worldwide have 
chosen Global Atmospherics to meet their lightning warning, detection and information needs. 
This depth of experience is just one of the reasons that led TORO, the leading turf management 
organization in the world and QPS, manufacturer of the #1 golf course siren system, COURSE ALERT, 
to select Global Atmospherics to co-develop a product to meet the unique needs of their golfing 
customers, friends and associates. 

That product is ESID 
When you need. . . 

• 100% Thunderstorm Detection Efficiency 
• Complete Warning / System Shut-down Automation 
• Zero False Alarms 
• Highly Accurate Range Information 
• Easy Installation 
• Low Maintenance 
• Patented State of the Art Technology 

. . and the confidence of teaming up with the World Leader in lightning detection and location. 

• W l I 1 D I S T R I B U T I N G C O . 

Contact: Dean Chaltas at 612-475-2200 ext. 224 

14900 - 21st Avenue North, Plymouth, MN 55447 



The Greens Committee 
Meeting That Wasn't 

By ROB PANUSKA 
Waseca Lakeside Country Club 

As I was preparing my column for this issue, I received 
a phone call from a very good friend who just needed to 
talk. He was quite upset, almost choked up at times as 
he related his experience at a recent Greens Committee 
meeting at his course. The first words out of his mouth were 
"I just experienced the most unbelievable display of dis-
respect, personal attacks and cynical attitude I have ever 
seen in my 10 years at this club." He told me that he was 
"bushwhacked" by a member of his committee with no 
warning. I asked him what the beef was all about. When 
he told me, all was made clear. GREEN SPEED!!! The more 
I listened, the more frustrated I became and asked him if 
I could share the conversation in Hole Notes if I maintained 
strict confidentiality. Ib my surprise he agreed and actu-
ally encouraged me to write it because he thought it might 
help other superintendents in the same situation. 

He said green speed is something he has always strug-
gled with at his course. Who hasn't??? He said that for the 
last few weeks of cooler weather (late June, early July) the 
members were very satisfied with the "speed" of the 
greens. This was why he was so taken by the attack at the 
meeting in mid July. He knew that the warm weather was 
going to cause more rapid growth, hence making them 
"slower" in the afternoon but felt that the overall health 
of his turf was great going into a peak stress period. He 
told me that the initial attack came when this member said 
"These greens are slower than every course around here, 
you have to cut them shorter!!" I wish I had a dollar every 
time I heard that!! 

He said this issue has come up before and he explains 
the negative side effects of mowing shorter and tried to ex-
plain what he does to keep the speed up by topdressing, 
grooming, verticutting, double mowing, rolling and a lean 
nitrogen fertility program. Without his even being able to 
finish the explanation the second attack was made: "That 
isn't working, you better just cut them shorter!!!!" He told 
me that the entire meeting went downhill from there with 
more cynical remarks and zero respect for any expla-
nations. 

My response to this is: "Man, what makes these commit-
tee members think they can treat people this way?" He 
told me that his mistake was not standing up for himself 
when the member made the issue personal. "I should have 
said that it was obvious that this issue cannot be discussed 
in a professional manner at this time. I should have closed 
my notebook and left the meeting." Easy to say, very, very 
difficult for anybody to do. However, I feel my friend was 
right. We are professional turf managers, hired to manage 
the grounds on a golf course and he should have 

left the meeting in a professional manner!!! I asked him 
what the other members of the committee were doing. He 
told me that a couple tried to bring the meeting "back to 
earth" but the majority were all totally intimidated by this 
member and just sat there not knowing how to respond. 

He said that he called the chair of the committee, who 
by the way was not the one having the fit, and explained 
that he would never tolerate that kind of treatment from 
anyone again. His greens chairman agreed 100% and 
praised him for his professionalism and maintaining his 
composure during that meeting. 

Every superintendent that I know, male and female, ex-
perienced or new to this profession gives 150% of them-
selves to their course, often at the expense of their own 
family life. Not one person knows their course better than 
the superintendent. Every course is different and needs to 
be managed in a unique manner. To base the management 
of a golf course or any part of it solely on comparisons to 
other courses is foolish at best! If you are serving on a 
greens committee and happen to read this, please, don't 
you be the member described above. Better yet, don't just 
sit there intimidated as others did at my friend's meeting, 
stand up for your superintendent, show him or her the 
professional respect they earn and deserve every day!!! 
ENOUGH SAID!!! 

Whatever your needs for your golf 

course, Peterson Seed can help. They 

can supply grass seed for everything 

from tees and greens to fairways and 

roughs. Whether you're bui ld ing a 

new course or renovating an existing 

one, Peterson Seed offers expert 

advice and dependable products. 

PE T E R S O N SE E D CQ 

Helping your seed business grow. 

^^^^ÊÊIÊÊÊÊ^Êmmm^mÊ^S^^KIÊm 



Turf Supply Company 

4 SANDOZ 

A 
OBA-GBGr ROHM 

i H R R S 

Together. . . 
Responsible Management 

of the Environment 
For more information contact your 

Turf Supply Representative at: 
Turf Supply Company 

2797 Eagandale Boulevard • Eagan, Minnesota 55121 

(612) 454-3106 • Fax: (612) 454-7884 • 1-800-551-4857 



CLASSIFIED ADS 
WANTED 

USED TORO SAND PRO 
(mid-to-late 80s) 

and also a SPIKER UNIT 
to go with it. 

Contact: 
DAVE SIME 
Benson GC 

320-843-2109 

FOR SALE 
Used 

F-8 METER MATIC 
TOPDRESSER 

8Vi h.p. Honda Engine 
New Differential 

New Gears & Sprockets 
New Steel Track 

$1,200 
Contact: DAVE SIME 

Benson GC 

320-843-2109 

FOR SALE 
Used 

TORO 474 T BRASS 
QUICK COUPLER VALVES 

with standard cover. 
Requires \VA" valve key. 

$15.00 each. 
Contact: 

DAVID WOOD 
Oxbow CC 

701-588-4266 

FOR SALE 
• 40 Tbro VT3 Controllers.. $400 
• 1 LTC Controller $600 

All controllers include steel 
pedestal and control panel. 

Contact: 
TOM FISCHER 
Edinburgh USA 

(612) 424-8756 

USED 
EQUIPMENT SALE 

Tbro 72" Groundsmasters 
$3,500.00 & up 

Cushman Trucksters 
$2,500.00 & up 

Ransomes Fairway Mower, Motor 5/3 
$1,995.00 

Ransomes Tractor Mount, 
hyd 5-gang 

$7,995.00 
Jacobsen 72" Turf Cats 

$3,500.00 & up 
Smithco Bunker Rake 

$1,495.00 
Cozy Cab for Tbro Groundsmaster 

$895.00 
More trades on the way; give us a call and 

we'll find what your looking for!!! 

CUSHMAN MOTOR CO., INC. 
612-333-3487 or 800-759-5345 

NORTHLAND COUNTRY CLUB'S 
team of Kohlby, Mason, Gerard and Tfeal. 

FOR SALE 
1991 

Tbro Fairway Aerator 
- Model 9500 

Used one season. 
Price is negotiable. 

Contact: KEVIN CLUNIS 
St. Croix National Golf Club 

(715) 247-4260 

FOR SALE 
1991 Ryan GA60 

145 hr. — Excellent Shape 
5/8 & 3/4 tine holders 

$16,000 
1989 Jacobsen HRrl5 

Rotary Mower 
80 hp. Perkins Diesel, 

15' cut - $9,000 
Contact: CURT NORTON 

612-472-7546 

JOB OPENINGS 
lb: Members/MGC SA 

Applications are now being accepted for 
the position of ASSISTANT SUPERIN-
TENDENT at Benson Golf Club. Benson 
GC is an 18-hole, public course located in 
Benson, Minn. 

The assistant superintendent's duties 
involve supervision of golf course 
employees during the golfing season and 
golf course maintenance. 

Salary: $20-25,000 (10-month position). 
Benefits include: 

• Dues paid for state and national 
associations. 

• $50 health insurance allowance per 
month. 

• Expenses paid for state meetings. 
Inquiries should be directed to: 

DAVE SIME 
Benson Golf Club 

2222 Atlantic Avenue 
Benson, MN 56215 

lb: Members/MGC SA 
Applications are now being accepted for 

the position of HEAD SUPERINTEN-
DENT at Moccasin Creek Country Club 
in Aberdeen, South Dakota. Moccasin 
Creek is an 18-hole, 6,600 yard, semi-
private course featuring Bent greens with 
Blue, Rye and Poa tees and fairways. An 
automatic irrigation system is utilized at 
Moccasin Creek. The anticipated annual 

maintenance budget will be $240,000. 
Duties include: 

• Golf Course Maintenance 
• Golf Course Budget 
• Purchasing Responsibility 
• Clubhouse Lawns 
• Flower Gardens 
• Trees & Shrubbery 

Salary: $30,000 (negotiable-based on 
qualifications and experience) 

The superintendent will be directly 
responsible to Moccasin Creek's Board of 
Directors. 

Benefits include: 
• Club-Paid Health Insurance 
• Dues Paid for Membership in 

GCSAA 
• Pension Plan - Retirement Plan 
• Vehicle Provided and Gas 

Allowance 
• Expenses involved in attending 

Local and National Seminars. 
Personal requirements include a 4-year 

B.S. Degree in Turf or Horticulture 
Science being preferred as well as being 
an assistant superintendent at a larger 
golf course or a head superintendent at a 
golf course or country club. 

Inquiries should be directed to: 
JULIE LAMBERT 
39084 - 130th St. 

Aberdeen, SD 57401 
Phone: (605) 226-0900 



you need Plaisted. 
Plaisted Companies is the one call for all your golf 

course materials, including top dressing blends 
to meet your most demanding specifications. 

P.O. Box 332 • 11555 205th Avenue N.W. • Elk River MN 55330 
6 1 2 - 4 4 1 - 1 1 0 0 

Construction Materials • Top Dressing Blends • Bunker Sand • Carpath Aggregate • Draintile & Decorative Rock 
Photo courtesy of Burian Photography® 

When you need Top Dressing Material... 



Odor Aversion or Multiple Chemical Sensitivities: 
Recommendation for a Name Change and 

Description of Successful Behavioral Medicine Treatment 
By Melvin A. Amundsen, M.D., *Norman P. Hanson, M.D.,t Barbara K. Bruce, Ph.D.,t 

Timothy D. Lantz, M.A.,t Mark S. Schwartz, Ph.D.,t and Brian M. Lukach, Ph.D.t 
•Division of Preventive Medicine and Internal Medicine and t Department of Psychiatry 

and Psychology, Mayo Clinic Rochester, Rochester, Minnesota 55903 

Patients with odor-triggered symptoms, 
meeting the case definition of multiple 
chemical sensitivities (MCS), continue to 
be seen in our institution and other health 
science centers [Amundsen, Mayo Clinic 
Dept Intern. Med Newslett. 9(1) (1986)]. 
The term MCS, unfortunately, feeds the 
thesis that symptoms are allergic-immune 
system in origin, a theory that has not 
withstood scientific scrutiny [American 
College of Physicians, Ann. Intern. Med, 
111, 168 - 178 (1989); Terr, Ann. Intern. 
Med. 119, 163-164 &1993)]. It has been 
proposed that some of these cases may be 
examples of classical (Pavlovian) condition-
ing: many MCS patients meet diagnostic 
criteria for psychiatric illnesses, especially 
mood, anxiety and somatoform disorders. 
Attention is turning to the complex rela-
tionship between olfactory stimulation, 
memory and mood (psyche) in an attempt 
to understand why some individuals de-
velop odor aversion symptoms and how to 
best manage these, frequently, severely 
disabled patients. Two subjects with typi-
cal odor-triggered symptoms have been 
treated, using behavioral medicine tech-
niques, with marked improvement in both 
cases. The term "odor aversion" is pro-
posed rather than MCS to describe pa-
tients with these symptoms. 

© 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 

Patients with odor-triggered sym-
ptoms, meeting the case definition for 
multiple chemical sensitivities 
(MCS), continue to be recognized in 
our institution and other health 
science centers and by other clini-
cians. Cullen's definition contains 
seven main diagnostic features (Cul-
len, 1987, 1994): 

1. The syndrome is acquired, usual-
ly after occurrence of a more clearly 
evident (although not necessarily 
serious) health event caused by en-
vironmental exposure, such as solvent 
intoxication, respiratory tract irrita-
tion, pesticide poisoning or sick build-
ing syndrome. 

2. The patient experiences multiple 
symptoms referrable to several organ 
systems, almost always including the 
central nervous system. 

3. Although there may be persistent 
complaints between exposures, the 
symptoms are characteristically and 
predictably precipitated by a per-
ceived environmental exposure. 

4. The agents that may precipitate 
the symptoms are multiple and chem-
ically diverse. 

5. The doses of these agents that 
may precipitate the symptoms are at 
least two orders of magnitude lower 
than the established thresholds for 
acute health effects. 

6. No test of physiologic function 
can explain the symptoms. Although 
there may be clinical abnormalities, 
such as mild bronchospasm or neurop-
sychologic dysfunction, these are in-
sufficient to explain the illness 
pattern. 

7. No other organic disorder is 
present that can explain the pattern 
of symptoms. 

Because we believe the term "sen-
sitivities" can feed the thesis of an im-
mune system disorder or other 
organic cause for the syndrome, some-
thing which has not withstood scien-
tific scrutiny to date, we have avoided 
its use. Instead, we conclude that 
"odor aversion" better describes this 
clinical picture (Amundsen et al, 
1986). This conclusion is strength-
ened by review of a sample of 374 pa-
tients out of all referrals to Mayo's 
Division of Preventive and Internal 
Medicine for occupational-
environmental medicine consultation 
since 1980, 34 of whom described 
odor-triggered symptoms for which no 
organic explanation could be iden-
tified. 

Four theories of the etiology of MCS 
were thoroughly explored by Sparks 
et al. in a comprehensive review 
(Sparks et al, 1994a, b): 

1. MCS is a purely biological/physi-
cal or psycho-physiologic reaction to 
low-level chemical exposures (for ex-
ample, immunologic, neurotoxic, be-
havioral conditioning, limbic 
kindling, etc.); 

2. MCS symptoms may be elicited 
by low-level environmental chemical 
exposures, but the sensitivity is in-
itiated by psychologic stress (for ex-
ample, cacosmia); 

3. MCS is a misdiagnosis and chem-
ical exposure is not the cause. The 
symptoms may be due to a misdiag-
nosed physical or psychological illness 
(for example, depression, anxiety, 
somatization, etc.) and 

4. MCS is an illness belief system 
manifested by culturally shaped ill-
ness behavior (for example, clinical 
ecology, chronic fatigue syndrome, 
eta). 

It is clear that many MCS patients 
meet diagnostic criteria for mental 
illnesses, especially mood, anxiety, 
and somatoform disorders. Not all in-
dividuals have premorbid psychiatric 
conditions, however, although such 
conditions probably play an impor-
tant role in predisposing many or 
most of these patients to develop odor 
aversion symptoms (Black et al, 1990; 
Feidler et al, 1992; Buchwald et al, 
1994). However, there are other pa-
tients without preexposure mental 
problems who may be examples of 
either (1) a stress response syndrome 
such as a specific adjustment disorder 
or postraumatic stress disorder or (2) 
a classical conditioned response, with 
stimulus generalization, of phobic-

(Continued on Page 31) 


